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rising up traces the history and international context of living wage movements
across canada this compassionate and astute collection of essays shines a light on
alternatives to a neoliberalized labour market examining union and community based
approaches to labour organizing migrant labour and media mis representations among
other key topics canada has one of the highest rates of low wage work among advanced
industrial economies in a labour market characterized by the ongoing fallout from
covid 19 deepening income inequality job instability and diluted union representation
the living wage movement offers a response and solutions 2023 catholic media
association second place award pastoral ministry youth young adult 2023 catholic
media association second place award future church this book carefully explores the
claim that young adults 18 to 35 are leaving catholicism in the united states
according to primary empirical research many young adults stay and do so living their
faith in engaged ways most however do not do it in the traditional context of the
parish young adult catholics are living their faith and spiritual life largely in
small faith communities ecclesial movements faith based affinity groups at home and
through individual practice the description of research findings is supplemented by
commentaries from leaders in evangelization and young adult ministry from both a
theological and a sociological perspective in a church that is more culturally
diverse and increasingly hispanic this book offers key insights to better understand
the spirituality of young adult catholics today contributors include mark m gray
michal j kramarek claudia avila cosnahan allan figueroa deck sj hosffman ospino
darius villalobos patricia wittberg sc and thomas p gaunt sj this book presents
important information on several emerging and re emerging infectious diseases it
offers succinct details into many aspects of 28 diverse infectious diseases including
covid 19 monkeypox ebola lyme disease malaria and bird and swine flu expert
contributors from around the world explain these diseases over the course of 30
chapters of fundamental facts alongside practical and clinical data as opposed to
other published books this stands out because of the featured infectious diseases
covering several which are not similarly addressed elsewhere in light of its upcoming
centenary in 2016 the time seems ripe to ask why how and in what ways has memory of
ireland s 1916 rising persisted over the decades in pursuing answers to these
questions which are not only of historical concern but of contemporary political and
cultural importance this book breaks new ground by offering a wide ranging
exploration of the making and remembrance of the story of 1916 in modern times it
draws together the interlocking dimensions of history making commemoration and
heritage to reveal the rising s undeniable influence upon modern ireland s evolution
both instantaneous and long term in addition to furnishing a history of the
tumultuous events of easter 1916 which rattled the british empire s foundations and
enthused independence movements elsewhere ireland s 1916 rising mainly concentrates
on illuminating the evolving relationship between the irish past and present in doing
so it unearths the far reaching political impacts and deep seated cultural legacies
of the actions taken by the rebels as evidenced by the most pivotal episodes in the
rising s commemoration and the myriad varieties of heritage associated with its
memory this volume also presents a wider perspective on the ways in which
conceptualisations of heritage culture and identity in westernised societies are
shaped by continuities and changes in politics society and economy in a topical
conclusion the book examines the legacy of queen elizabeth ii s visit to the garden
of remembrance in 2011 and looks to the rising s 100th anniversary by identifying the
common ground that can be found in pluralist and reconciliatory approaches to
remembrance we live in a time of great uncertainty about the future those heady days
of the late twentieth century when the end of the cold war seemed to be ushering in a
new and more optimistic age now seem like a distant memory during the last couple of
decades we ve been battered by one crisis after another and the idea that humanity is
on a progressive path to a better future seems like an illusion it is only now that
we can see clearly the real scope and structure of the profound shifts that western
societies have undergone over the last 30 years classical industrial society has been
transformed into a late modern society that is molded by polarization and paradoxes
the pervasive singularization of the social the orientation toward the unique and
exceptional generates systematic asymmetries and disparities and hence progress and
unease go hand in hand reckwitz examines this dual structure of singularization and
polarization as it plays itself out in the different sectors of our societies and in
so doing he outlines the central structural features of the present the new class
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society the characteristics of a postindustrial economy the conflict about culture
and identity the exhaustion of the self resulting from the imperative to seek
authentic fulfillment and the political crisis of liberalism building on his path
breaking work the society of singularities this new book will be of great interest to
students and scholars in sociology politics and the social sciences generally and to
anyone concerned with the great social and political issues of our time the us
intelligence community as it currently exists has been deeply influenced by the press
although considered a vital overseer of intelligence activity the press and its
validity is often questioned even by the current presidential administration but
dating back to its creation in 1947 the us central intelligence agency cia has
benefited from relationships with members of the us press to garner public support
for its activities defend itself from its failures and promote us interests around
the world many reporters editors and publishers were willing and even eager to work
with the agency especially at the height of the cold war that relationship began to
change by the 1960s when the press began to challenge the cia and expose many of its
questionable activities respected publications went from studiously ignoring the cia
s activities to reporting on the bay of pigs cia pacification programs in vietnam the
cia s war in laos and its efforts to use us student groups and a variety of other non
government organizations as cold war tools this reporting prompted the first major
congressional investigation of the cia in december 1974 in the rising clamor the
american press the central intelligence agency and the cold war david p hadley
explores the relationships that developed between the cia and the press its evolution
over time and its practical impact from the creation of the cia to the first major
congressional investigations of its activities in 1975 76 by the church and pike
committees drawing on a combination of archival research declassified documents and
more than 2 000 news articles hadley provides a balanced and considered account of
the different actors in the press and cia relationships how their collaboration
helped define public expectations of what role intelligence should play in the us
government and what an intelligence agency should be able to do in the final volume
of the daughters of light series jasmine jade and the other seers find themselves in
a world where the lines between truth and fiction good and evil and the planes of
existence including the earth and the place in between are fading they don t know who
to trust even amongst themselves private investigator mike cobb and journalist adam
cullen take on twin investigations that take them onto calgary s meanest streets on
the trail of a runaway and a killer a growing body of evidence demonstrates that
improvements in the status of women and girls however worthy and important in their
own right also drive the prosperity stability and security of families communities
and nations yet despite many indicators of progress women and girls everywhere
including countries of the developed world continue to confront barriers to their
full and equal participation in social economic and political life capturing voices
and experiences from around the world this work documents the modern history of the
global women s movement its many accomplishments and setbacks drawing together
prominent pioneers and contemporary policymakers activists and scholars the volume
interrogates where and why progress has met resistance and been slowed and examine
the still unfinished agenda for change in national and international policy arenas
this history and roadmap are especially critical for younger generations who need a
better understanding of this rich feminist legacy and the intense opposition that
women s movements have generated this book creates a clear and forceful narrative
about women s agency and the central relevance of women s rights movements to global
and national policy making it is essential reading for activists and policymakers
students and scholars alike hydrogeology hydrogeology principles and practice
provides a comprehensive introduction to the study of hydrogeology to enable the
reader to appreciate the significance of groundwater in meeting current and future
environmental and sustainable water resource challenges this new edition has been
thoroughly updated to reflect advances in the field since 2014 and includes over 350
new references the book presents a systematic approach to understanding groundwater
starting with new insights into the distribution of groundwater in the earth s upper
continental crust and the role of groundwater as an agent of global material and
elemental fluxes following chapters explain the fundamental physical and chemical
principles of hydrogeology and later chapters feature groundwater field investigation
techniques in the context of catchment processes as well as chapters on groundwater
quality and contaminant hydrogeology including a section on emerging contamination
from microplastic pollution unique features of the book are chapters on the
application of environmental isotopes and noble gases in the interpretation of
aquifer evolution and a discussion of regional characteristics such as topography
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compaction and variable fluid density on geological processes affecting past present
and future groundwater flow regimes the last chapter discusses future challenges for
groundwater governance and management for the long term sustainability of groundwater
resources including the role of managed aquifer recharge and examines the linkages
between groundwater and climate change including impacts on cold region hydrogeology
given the drive to net zero carbon emissions by 2050 the interaction of groundwater
in the exploitation of energy resources including renewable resources and shale gas
is reviewed throughout the text boxes and a set of colour plates drawn from the
authors teaching and research experience are used to explain special topics and to
illustrate international case studies ranging from transboundary aquifers and
submarine groundwater discharge to the hydrogeochemical factors that have influenced
the history of malting and brewing in europe the appendices provide conversion tables
and useful reference material and include review questions and exercises with answers
to help develop the reader s knowledge and problem solving skills in hydrogeology
this highly informative and accessible textbook is essential reading for
undergraduate and graduate students primarily in earth sciences environmental
sciences and physical geography with an interest in hydrogeology or groundwater
topics the book will also find use among practitioners in hydrogeology soil science
civil engineering and landscape planning who are involved in environmental and
resource protection issues requiring an understanding of groundwater archer is a
scrappy thief in possession of a certain map heading southward on a small skiff over
the black waters when he is ambushed by a group of rogue roughnecks fronted by the
mischievous lee riding giant man eating turtles bringing together a multidisciplinary
group of experts from the fields of labour studies public health ergonomics
epidemiology sociology and law sick and tired examines the inequalities in workplace
health and safety using an anti oppressive framework chapters interrogate a wide
range of issues including links between precarious employment and mental health the
inverse relationship between power and occupational health through the experiences of
women immigrants and older workers and the need for creative strategies that promote
health and safety in ways that support empowerment and equity dynamic asia has
overtaken the european union as latin america and the caribbean s second largest
export market after the united states however the region s exports to asia remain
concentrated in few commodities involved a small number of large firms this book
explores the present and future scope for the participation of small and medium sized
enterprises smes in biregional trade and value chains and the measures that can be
taken to make those chains more inclusive and sustainable it encourages governments
in latin america to improve the business environment in order to encourage
multinational firms to invest upgrade and innovate in the region the big house
anthology is a celebration of the last decade of work and plays by a unique theatre
company featuring five original plays that offer a chance for stories with diverse
casts to contribute to the canon of theatre s literature as a uk based theatre
company the big house empowers care leavers and other disadvantaged young people
through performance and long term support their plays are born from the hearts and
minds of the young people they engage with this anthology offering five very
different plays a runner struck down by ms a rapper who spits and snarls and tries to
find it in herself to forgive a teenager who fights for wealth status and respect in
the underworld of county lines a cackling cowboy they call corona and a dog that has
been tracked murdered and stuck in a stew this anthology celebrates the explosive
creativity that comes from mobilising and platforming diverse voices and its
importance in generating social change framed and introduced by directors and writers
discussing their practice along with an introduction by jez butterworth this is a
book for students educators artists theatre practitioners social workers and
storytellers to tell stories that are rarely told let alone with such fierce
authenticity hoarding new guinea provides a new cultural history of colonialism that
pays close attention to the millions of indigenous artifacts that serve as witnesses
to europe s colonial past in ethnographic museums rainer f buschmann investigates the
roughly two hundred thousand artifacts extracted from the colony of german new guinea
from 1870 to 1920 reversing the typical trajectories that place ethnographic museums
at the center of the analysis he concludes that museum interests in material culture
alone cannot account for the large quantities of extracted artifacts buschmann moves
beyond the easy definition of artifacts as trophies of colonial defeat or religious
conversion instead employing the term hoarding to describe the irrational amassing of
indigenous artifacts by european colonial residents buschmann also highlights
indigenous material culture as a bargaining chip for its producers to engage with the
imposed colonial regime in addition by centering an area of collection rather than an
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institution he opens new areas of investigation that include non professional
ethnographic collectors and a sustained rather than superficial consideration of
indigenous peoples as producers behind the material culture hoarding new guinea
answers the call for a more significant historical focus on colonial ethnographic
collections in european museums providing original insights into the factors causing
early job insecurity in european countries this book examines its short and long term
consequences it assesses public policies seeking to diminish the risks to young
people facing prolonged job insecurity and reduce the severity of these impacts based
on the findings of a major study across nine european countries this book examines
the diverse strategies that countries across the continent use to help young people
overcome employment barriers kevin grange details nearly everything that possibly
could go wrong in a national park and yet still manages to make you more excited than
ever to hit the trail conor knighton new york times bestselling author of leave only
footprints my acadia to zion journey through every national park wild rescues is a
fast paced firsthand glimpse into the exciting lives of paramedics who work with the
national park service a unique brand of park rangers who respond to medical and
traumatic emergencies in some of the most isolated and rugged parts of america in
2014 kevin grange left his job as a paramedic in los angeles to work in a response
area with 2 2 million acres yellowstone national park seeking a break from city life
and urban ems he wanted to experience pure nature fulfill his dream of working for
the national park service and take a crash course in wilderness medicine grange s
epic journey took him to yellowstone yosemite and grand teton national parks where
among other calls he battled to save the lives of a heart attack victim at old
faithful a hiker who d fractured his skull below yosemite falls and a snowmobiler who
launched into a deep gorge in the shadow of the jagged tetons grange was initially
overwhelmed and out of his element providing patient care in an extreme environment
with limited resources and a two hour drive to the nearest hospital but he came to
enjoy the challenges and steep learning curve of wilderness medicine between calls
grange reflects upon the democratic ideal of the national park mission the beauty of
the land and the many threats facing it with visitation rising budgets shrinking and
people loving our parks to death he realized that along with the health of his
patients he was also fighting for the life of america s best idea this is a major
update for me the epub production techniques have changed quite a bit both for fixed
layout and for reflowable epubs many of the changes i ve been waiting for with epub
production have been implemented indesign now stands at the top of the heap for book
production in general and epub production in particular you do not need to know code
though understanding how html and css works will aid your conceptual understanding i
was lukewarm about fxl until i realized that the new fixed layout epubs would show
gradient paragraph rules gradient strokes and fills in tables and much more the only
major things we re missing are justification and hyperlinked test does not work in
fxl the exported epubs upload flawlessly to the ibooks store and kobo writing life
finally the 21st century book publishing software we need is within our grasp there s
still more to come but this version is very good the transition from school into work
is a vital point in the lives of young people making a successful transition through
a high quality and valued pathway can mean a successful career becoming trapped in
poor quality and under valued alternatives can mean a lifetime of poverty this report
is about young people and social mobility and focuses on how to ensure that all young
people are offered a high quality career path after they leave school we have found
that the current policy structure means a large number of young people do not have
good options and are not supported to make a choice which works for them and is
successful an increasing number of young people leave school and go on to a levels
and university of the others a small minority are at risk of dropping out of
education employment or training the neets successive governments have focused on
these two groups for a long time but the majority of young people in the uk do not
fall into either group they do not go to university they find jobs or they continue
with some form of vocational education despite making up the majority of the emerging
workforce they have received much less attention it is these young people who are the
focus of this report the current system for young people who do not follow an
academic route is complex and incoherent with confusing incentives for young people
and employers careers advice and education are being delivered in a way which means
that too many young people simply drift into further studies or their first job which
often has no real prospect of progression a guide to the identification and natural
history of the sparrows of the united states and canada provides comprehensive
information on all the features that make possible identification of all 62 species
of sparrows that occur in north america the text gives detailed descriptions of the
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summer winter and juvenile plumages of each species as well as comparisons with
similar species the species accounts are illustrated with range maps and superb line
drawings showing behavioral postures and where useful fine features of tail feather
patterns the 27 color plates splendidly illustrate the various plumages of each
species with the emphasis on the distinctive appearance of birds of different sex age
and geographic regions this beautiful and authoritative book is a must for the
library of all keen birders living in and visiting north america species accounts
include discussions of species identification measurements voice habitat ecology
nesting biology distribution taxonomy geographic variations historical and present
status this report presents evidence on recent trends in career mobility and the
consequences for individual workers in terms of pay and other job characteristics
descended from the viking raiders who settled in northern france under the leadership
of rollo in around 911 the normans were amongst the most feared warriors of their
time their territorial ambitions culminated in duke william 1 s conquest of england
in 1066 but although victory at hastings left the english crown in william s hands
norman sovereignty remained far from established on the island in order to
consolidate his position the new king built a series of fortifications across the
country this book covers all these developments from the early days of william i
through to the fortifications of henry ii richard i and john with a growing focus on
digital destinations the publishing landscape is evolving at a dizzying speed and
indesign cc is at the forefront of the digital frontier known as the premiere layout
application for magazine and print collateral indesign is also a powerful creation
tool for both static and interactive pdf flash swf epub and apps that can be
published for sale in various app stores this tutorial based guide to indesign cc
provides you with a hands on experience of the epub creation process indesign
animation digital publishing suite app creation creation of interactive pdfs and a
host of techniques that serve equally well in both print and digital production this
extensively detailed book is filled with over 700 screenshots explicit diagrams and
step by step real world exercises to get you up and running with indesign animation
buttons forms and other interactive elements interactive pdfs epub app building with
dps the fundamentals of html css and grep a treasure trove of trips and techniques
that will forever transform your work with indesign when scholars discuss the
medieval past the temptation is to become immersed there to deepen our appreciation
of the nuances of the medieval sources through debate about their meaning but the
past informs the present in a myriad of ways and medievalists can and should use
their research to address the concerns and interests of contemporary society this
volume presents a number of carefully commissioned essays that demonstrate the
fertility and originality of recent work in medieval studies above all they have been
selected for relevance most contributors are in the earlier stages of their careers
and their approaches clearly reflect how interdisciplinary methodologies applied to
medieval studies have potential repercussions and value far beyond the boundaries of
the middles ages these chapters are powerful demonstrations of the value of medieval
research to our own times both in terms of providing answers to some of the specific
questions facing humanity today and in terms of much broader considerations taken
together the research presented here also provides readers with confidence in the
fact that medieval studies cannot be neglected without a great loss to the
understanding of what it means to be human taiwan is one of the great paradoxes of
the international order a place with its own flag currency government and military
but which most of the world does not recognise as a sovereign country an island that
china regards as a rebellious province but which has managed to survive defiantly for
decades now with its neighbour china a major power on the world stage and ally united
states looking increasingly inward taiwan s position has never been more precarious
kerry brown and kalley wu tzu hui reveal how the island s shifting fortunes have been
shaped by centuries of conquest and by a cast of dynamic characters by cold war
intrigue and the rise of its neighbour as a global power explaining how this tiny
island caught between the agendas of two superpowers is attempting to find its place
in a rapidly changing world order the trouble with taiwan relates the story of a
fascinating nation and culture and how its disputed status speaks to a wider global
story about chinese control and waning us influence thailand was a key ally of the
united states after wwii serving as a bulwark against communism in southeast asia and
as a base for us troops during the vietnam war in return the us provided it with
millions of dollars in military and economic aid and staunchly supported the country
s various despotic regimes and yet the twenty first century has witnessed a striking
reversal in thailand s foreign relations china once a sworn enemy is becoming a
valued ally to the military government in this authoritative modern history benjamin
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zawacki tells the story of thailand s changing role in the world order featuring
major interviews with high ranking sources in thailand and the us including deposed
prime minister thaksin shinawatra thailand is a fascinating insight into the inner
workings of the thai elite and their dealings with the us and china ���� ������������
����������� ������������������������������ �������� ������ �� ������ ����������������
���������� ����� ���������������������������� ��������������������� �����������������
����� ��� ��������������� ����������� ������������������������������� ���� ����������
���������������� ������ �������� ����������������������� ���100���� ������������ ����
����� ���������� ������������ ���� �������� ������������������������ ���� ��������� �
� ������� ������������ ��������� ������������� ������������������� �������� ���� a
complete professional resource for writing an effective paper in all subfields of
political science diane schmidt s 25th anniversary edition provides students with a
practical easy to follow guide for writing about political ideas events policies
passions agendas and processes it offers additional formats and guidelines focusing
on the growing use of social media and the need for professional communication in
blogs tweets forums media sites lectures on demand and postings on websites a
collection of student papers shows students how to write well for better grades after
reading writing in political science students will know how to choose and narrow a
research topic formulate a research agenda quickly locate reputable information
online execute a study and write up findings use the vocabulary of political science
discourse follow the criteria used to evaluate student assignments when writing apply
writing skills to an internship civic engagement project or grant proposal and manage
and preserve achievements for career development new to the fifth edition locating
research materials updated links to all sources expansion of appropriate sources to
include mobile sources available through tweets blogs forums and other informal
communication expansion of tools to include database searching use of smart phone
technology and evaluation of source reliability to include commercial sources
wikipedia media sites social media and lectures on demand creating evidence
evaluating data sources on the web including government databases non profits and
special interest commercial data and using collaborative forms of data collection
includes a new section on memorandums of conversations memcon essential in recent
political controversies manuscript formatting and reference styles updated examples
of citing internet sites blogs forums lectures on demand and youtube format examples
updated exam writing treatment to include on line e learning open book exams media
applications examples using youtube and online media restored legal briefs treatment
revised proposal examples revised powerpoint instructions to include diversity
considerations expanded formula for standard research papers to include wider
disciplinary treatment expanded communication techniques format and examples of
appropriate posting for social media and organizational websites expanded internship
treatment inclusion of needs assessment format and examples career development
restoration of 3rd edition chapter and expansion of professional portfolio building
including vitae resume cover letters letters of intent statement of purpose and
skills competency discussions updated citations for changes in the chicago manual of
style 17th edition 2017 and the mla handbook for writers of research papers 8th
edition 2016 in the near future with the earth s climate coming apart teenage seer
jasmine guzman learns that she holds the key that could save everyone or cost her
everything includes finding jade in the year 2030 jasmine is busy with her sick
mother her missing twin sister and a series of events that have her questioning her
sanity until she meets raphael who reveals that jasmine is a talented seer and that
her sister isn t missing at all she s in the place in between where the demons dwell
solomon s ring reunited twin sisters jasmine and jade along with the other seers and
protectors are in a race against time to retrieve and return a stolen ring of great
power that is being used to control a demon army intent on taking their souls it s a
struggle for survival in a dystopian near future as the final battle looms ahead
darkness rising jasmine jade and the other seers find themselves in a world where the
lines between truth and fiction good and evil and the planes of existence including
the earth and the place in between are fading they don t know who to trust even
amongst themselves a private investigator and a journalist team up in calgary to
fight for justice read all four books in the exciting western crime series serpents
rising book 1 private investigator mike cobb and journalist adam cullen take on twin
investigations that take them onto calgary s meanest streets on the trail of a
runaway and a killer dead air book 2 someone is killing big name right wing media
personalities when ex cop mike cobb is hired as a bodyguard for a conservative radio
superstar he and his partner crime journalist adam cullen are thrust into the line of
fire last song sung book 3 cullen and cobb are back to investigate the 1965
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disappearance of a folk singer kidnapped from the alley behind a folk club her
bandmates shot and killed ellie foster s whereabouts have remained a mystery for
fifty years hired by ellie s granddaughter cullen and cobb travel into the past to
unearth long buried secrets none so deadly book 4 the brutal killing of a police
investigator obsessed with faith unruh s murder has put the ex cop private eye and
former crime writing journalist back on the killer s trail and directly in the line
of fire the 1916 rising is one of the most documented and analysed episodes in
ireland s turbulent history often overlooked however is its immediate aftermath this
significant window in the narrative of irish revolutionary history which saw the
rebirth of the volunteers and laid the foundations for the war of independence is
usually covered as a footnote or from the biographical standpoints of the leaders
picking up where the authors acclaimed account of the rising when the clock struck in
1916 left off we join the men and women of the rising in the dark abyss of defeat the
leaders poignant final hours and violent ends are laid bare but the perspective of
those with the unpalatable task of carrying out the executions is also revealed
rectifying a historic disservice to those who reluctantly formed the firing squads
while the prisoners in dublin awaited their grisly fates others were deported in
stinking cattle boats to camps in england and wales when they returned it was to a
jubilant welcome in a radically changed country the gruesome death of thomas ashe in
september 1917 after being force fed in mountjoy prison became a marshalling point
for the republican movement as his funeral saw volunteers once again assembled in
uniform on dublin s streets the next phase of the struggle was born under new leaders
who had graduated from the internment camps known as republican universities ready
and eager to fill the void left by the executed visionaries the authors sifted
through thousands of first hand accounts of the suffering endured when ordinary
people set out to change history their stirring account will transport readers into
life as it looked sounded and even smelt to those taking part in this crucial
juncture of our history one of the most successful of the high scoring luftwaffe
jagdgeschwader during world war 2 jg 54 grünherz green hearts was formed from three
disparate fighter gruppen immediately prior to the battle of britain having enjoyed
immediate success over the channel and south east england during the summer of 1940
the unit was transferred to the eastern front in the spring of 1941 in preparation
for operation barbarossa the german invasion of the soviet union jg 54 would remain a
jagdwaffe stalwart in the east flying firstly bf 109fs and then the fw 190 by war s
end the geschwader s pilots had claimed over 9500 kills and produced over 100 aces
men like hans philipp walter nowotny and otto kittel are profiled in this volume
which reveals the struggle in the face of overwhelming odds that was the lot of the
jagdflieger on the eastern front anthony tucker jones s photographic history is a
fascinating visual introduction to the armoured battles of the second world war in
the far east and asia pacific regions from 1937 to 1945 in contrast to the experience
of the armies that fought in europe and north africa in the far east tanks remained
an infantry support weapon and their role is often neglected in histories of the
conflict japanese armour confronted tanks deployed by the chinese russians british
and americans early in the war against chinese forces which lacked armour the
japanese had some success but their light and medium tanks were no match for their
allied counterparts later japanese designs were better armed but they were built in
such small numbers that they could do little to stem the allied advance the role of
armoured vehicles in each theatre of the war in the far east is shown in a selection
of over 150 rare wartime photographs that record armour in action in china manchuria
mongolia malaya burma and during the battles fought for the pacific islands at the
conclusion of wwii no part of the world experienced a more dramatic transformation
than east asia the region s political stability throughout the postwar period
prompted exponential economic growth that ultimately established south korea japan
and china as east asia s most important powers while many citizens of these nations
now live in a time of unprecedented prosperity the arrangement that supported this
region s transformation is fragile with the second largest economy and a burgeoning
military sector china is widely acknowledged as the preeminent rising world power the
onus of maintaining balance in the region now rests primarily with south korea and
japan in partnership with the united states however because of long standing
weaknesses in south korea japan relations and an inconsistent us commitment to the
region the possibility that china could usher in a more uncertain era of revisionism
has never been more likely in strengthening south korea japan relations east asia s
international order and a rising china dennis patterson and jangsup choi address the
historical roots of this weak alliance combining decades of research with current
public opinion data the authors warn that the tendency of these nations to rely on
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the united states to maintain the status quo has become dangerously unstable a new
strategy one of cooperation and collaboration is needed to prevent china from
upending the region s current liberal international order
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Rising Up 2021-02-15

rising up traces the history and international context of living wage movements
across canada this compassionate and astute collection of essays shines a light on
alternatives to a neoliberalized labour market examining union and community based
approaches to labour organizing migrant labour and media mis representations among
other key topics canada has one of the highest rates of low wage work among advanced
industrial economies in a labour market characterized by the ongoing fallout from
covid 19 deepening income inequality job instability and diluted union representation
the living wage movement offers a response and solutions

Faith and Spiritual Life of Young Adult Catholics in a
Rising Hispanic Church 2022-11-21

2023 catholic media association second place award pastoral ministry youth young
adult 2023 catholic media association second place award future church this book
carefully explores the claim that young adults 18 to 35 are leaving catholicism in
the united states according to primary empirical research many young adults stay and
do so living their faith in engaged ways most however do not do it in the traditional
context of the parish young adult catholics are living their faith and spiritual life
largely in small faith communities ecclesial movements faith based affinity groups at
home and through individual practice the description of research findings is
supplemented by commentaries from leaders in evangelization and young adult ministry
from both a theological and a sociological perspective in a church that is more
culturally diverse and increasingly hispanic this book offers key insights to better
understand the spirituality of young adult catholics today contributors include mark
m gray michal j kramarek claudia avila cosnahan allan figueroa deck sj hosffman
ospino darius villalobos patricia wittberg sc and thomas p gaunt sj

Rising Contagious Diseases 2024-03-26

this book presents important information on several emerging and re emerging
infectious diseases it offers succinct details into many aspects of 28 diverse
infectious diseases including covid 19 monkeypox ebola lyme disease malaria and bird
and swine flu expert contributors from around the world explain these diseases over
the course of 30 chapters of fundamental facts alongside practical and clinical data
as opposed to other published books this stands out because of the featured
infectious diseases covering several which are not similarly addressed elsewhere

Ireland's 1916 Rising 2016-05-06

in light of its upcoming centenary in 2016 the time seems ripe to ask why how and in
what ways has memory of ireland s 1916 rising persisted over the decades in pursuing
answers to these questions which are not only of historical concern but of
contemporary political and cultural importance this book breaks new ground by
offering a wide ranging exploration of the making and remembrance of the story of
1916 in modern times it draws together the interlocking dimensions of history making
commemoration and heritage to reveal the rising s undeniable influence upon modern
ireland s evolution both instantaneous and long term in addition to furnishing a
history of the tumultuous events of easter 1916 which rattled the british empire s
foundations and enthused independence movements elsewhere ireland s 1916 rising
mainly concentrates on illuminating the evolving relationship between the irish past
and present in doing so it unearths the far reaching political impacts and deep
seated cultural legacies of the actions taken by the rebels as evidenced by the most
pivotal episodes in the rising s commemoration and the myriad varieties of heritage
associated with its memory this volume also presents a wider perspective on the ways
in which conceptualisations of heritage culture and identity in westernised societies
are shaped by continuities and changes in politics society and economy in a topical
conclusion the book examines the legacy of queen elizabeth ii s visit to the garden
of remembrance in 2011 and looks to the rising s 100th anniversary by identifying the
common ground that can be found in pluralist and reconciliatory approaches to
remembrance
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The End of Illusions 2021-06-28

we live in a time of great uncertainty about the future those heady days of the late
twentieth century when the end of the cold war seemed to be ushering in a new and
more optimistic age now seem like a distant memory during the last couple of decades
we ve been battered by one crisis after another and the idea that humanity is on a
progressive path to a better future seems like an illusion it is only now that we can
see clearly the real scope and structure of the profound shifts that western
societies have undergone over the last 30 years classical industrial society has been
transformed into a late modern society that is molded by polarization and paradoxes
the pervasive singularization of the social the orientation toward the unique and
exceptional generates systematic asymmetries and disparities and hence progress and
unease go hand in hand reckwitz examines this dual structure of singularization and
polarization as it plays itself out in the different sectors of our societies and in
so doing he outlines the central structural features of the present the new class
society the characteristics of a postindustrial economy the conflict about culture
and identity the exhaustion of the self resulting from the imperative to seek
authentic fulfillment and the political crisis of liberalism building on his path
breaking work the society of singularities this new book will be of great interest to
students and scholars in sociology politics and the social sciences generally and to
anyone concerned with the great social and political issues of our time

The Rising Clamor 2019-06-14

the us intelligence community as it currently exists has been deeply influenced by
the press although considered a vital overseer of intelligence activity the press and
its validity is often questioned even by the current presidential administration but
dating back to its creation in 1947 the us central intelligence agency cia has
benefited from relationships with members of the us press to garner public support
for its activities defend itself from its failures and promote us interests around
the world many reporters editors and publishers were willing and even eager to work
with the agency especially at the height of the cold war that relationship began to
change by the 1960s when the press began to challenge the cia and expose many of its
questionable activities respected publications went from studiously ignoring the cia
s activities to reporting on the bay of pigs cia pacification programs in vietnam the
cia s war in laos and its efforts to use us student groups and a variety of other non
government organizations as cold war tools this reporting prompted the first major
congressional investigation of the cia in december 1974 in the rising clamor the
american press the central intelligence agency and the cold war david p hadley
explores the relationships that developed between the cia and the press its evolution
over time and its practical impact from the creation of the cia to the first major
congressional investigations of its activities in 1975 76 by the church and pike
committees drawing on a combination of archival research declassified documents and
more than 2 000 news articles hadley provides a balanced and considered account of
the different actors in the press and cia relationships how their collaboration
helped define public expectations of what role intelligence should play in the us
government and what an intelligence agency should be able to do

Darkness Rising 2019-04-27

in the final volume of the daughters of light series jasmine jade and the other seers
find themselves in a world where the lines between truth and fiction good and evil
and the planes of existence including the earth and the place in between are fading
they don t know who to trust even amongst themselves

Serpents Rising 2014-10-20

private investigator mike cobb and journalist adam cullen take on twin investigations
that take them onto calgary s meanest streets on the trail of a runaway and a killer

ePub - Proceedings of the 4th European Conference on on
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Intellectual Capital 2012

a growing body of evidence demonstrates that improvements in the status of women and
girls however worthy and important in their own right also drive the prosperity
stability and security of families communities and nations yet despite many
indicators of progress women and girls everywhere including countries of the
developed world continue to confront barriers to their full and equal participation
in social economic and political life capturing voices and experiences from around
the world this work documents the modern history of the global women s movement its
many accomplishments and setbacks drawing together prominent pioneers and
contemporary policymakers activists and scholars the volume interrogates where and
why progress has met resistance and been slowed and examine the still unfinished
agenda for change in national and international policy arenas this history and
roadmap are especially critical for younger generations who need a better
understanding of this rich feminist legacy and the intense opposition that women s
movements have generated this book creates a clear and forceful narrative about women
s agency and the central relevance of women s rights movements to global and national
policy making it is essential reading for activists and policymakers students and
scholars alike

Mental Health Care, Print and Interactive E-Text
2023-08-11

hydrogeology hydrogeology principles and practice provides a comprehensive
introduction to the study of hydrogeology to enable the reader to appreciate the
significance of groundwater in meeting current and future environmental and
sustainable water resource challenges this new edition has been thoroughly updated to
reflect advances in the field since 2014 and includes over 350 new references the
book presents a systematic approach to understanding groundwater starting with new
insights into the distribution of groundwater in the earth s upper continental crust
and the role of groundwater as an agent of global material and elemental fluxes
following chapters explain the fundamental physical and chemical principles of
hydrogeology and later chapters feature groundwater field investigation techniques in
the context of catchment processes as well as chapters on groundwater quality and
contaminant hydrogeology including a section on emerging contamination from
microplastic pollution unique features of the book are chapters on the application of
environmental isotopes and noble gases in the interpretation of aquifer evolution and
a discussion of regional characteristics such as topography compaction and variable
fluid density on geological processes affecting past present and future groundwater
flow regimes the last chapter discusses future challenges for groundwater governance
and management for the long term sustainability of groundwater resources including
the role of managed aquifer recharge and examines the linkages between groundwater
and climate change including impacts on cold region hydrogeology given the drive to
net zero carbon emissions by 2050 the interaction of groundwater in the exploitation
of energy resources including renewable resources and shale gas is reviewed
throughout the text boxes and a set of colour plates drawn from the authors teaching
and research experience are used to explain special topics and to illustrate
international case studies ranging from transboundary aquifers and submarine
groundwater discharge to the hydrogeochemical factors that have influenced the
history of malting and brewing in europe the appendices provide conversion tables and
useful reference material and include review questions and exercises with answers to
help develop the reader s knowledge and problem solving skills in hydrogeology this
highly informative and accessible textbook is essential reading for undergraduate and
graduate students primarily in earth sciences environmental sciences and physical
geography with an interest in hydrogeology or groundwater topics the book will also
find use among practitioners in hydrogeology soil science civil engineering and
landscape planning who are involved in environmental and resource protection issues
requiring an understanding of groundwater

Women and Girls Rising 2015-06-19

archer is a scrappy thief in possession of a certain map heading southward on a small
skiff over the black waters when he is ambushed by a group of rogue roughnecks
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fronted by the mischievous lee riding giant man eating turtles

Well-being and work motivation brought by technological
changes, coping and adaptations during and post COVID-19
pandemic: Barriers and opportunities 2023-03-23

bringing together a multidisciplinary group of experts from the fields of labour
studies public health ergonomics epidemiology sociology and law sick and tired
examines the inequalities in workplace health and safety using an anti oppressive
framework chapters interrogate a wide range of issues including links between
precarious employment and mental health the inverse relationship between power and
occupational health through the experiences of women immigrants and older workers and
the need for creative strategies that promote health and safety in ways that support
empowerment and equity

Hydrogeology 2021-11-08

dynamic asia has overtaken the european union as latin america and the caribbean s
second largest export market after the united states however the region s exports to
asia remain concentrated in few commodities involved a small number of large firms
this book explores the present and future scope for the participation of small and
medium sized enterprises smes in biregional trade and value chains and the measures
that can be taken to make those chains more inclusive and sustainable it encourages
governments in latin america to improve the business environment in order to
encourage multinational firms to invest upgrade and innovate in the region

East Coast Rising, Volume 1 2020-02-01

the big house anthology is a celebration of the last decade of work and plays by a
unique theatre company featuring five original plays that offer a chance for stories
with diverse casts to contribute to the canon of theatre s literature as a uk based
theatre company the big house empowers care leavers and other disadvantaged young
people through performance and long term support their plays are born from the hearts
and minds of the young people they engage with this anthology offering five very
different plays a runner struck down by ms a rapper who spits and snarls and tries to
find it in herself to forgive a teenager who fights for wealth status and respect in
the underworld of county lines a cackling cowboy they call corona and a dog that has
been tracked murdered and stuck in a stew this anthology celebrates the explosive
creativity that comes from mobilising and platforming diverse voices and its
importance in generating social change framed and introduced by directors and writers
discussing their practice along with an introduction by jez butterworth this is a
book for students educators artists theatre practitioners social workers and
storytellers to tell stories that are rarely told let alone with such fierce
authenticity

Sick and Tired 2019-01-09T00:00:00Z

hoarding new guinea provides a new cultural history of colonialism that pays close
attention to the millions of indigenous artifacts that serve as witnesses to europe s
colonial past in ethnographic museums rainer f buschmann investigates the roughly two
hundred thousand artifacts extracted from the colony of german new guinea from 1870
to 1920 reversing the typical trajectories that place ethnographic museums at the
center of the analysis he concludes that museum interests in material culture alone
cannot account for the large quantities of extracted artifacts buschmann moves beyond
the easy definition of artifacts as trophies of colonial defeat or religious
conversion instead employing the term hoarding to describe the irrational amassing of
indigenous artifacts by european colonial residents buschmann also highlights
indigenous material culture as a bargaining chip for its producers to engage with the
imposed colonial regime in addition by centering an area of collection rather than an
institution he opens new areas of investigation that include non professional
ethnographic collectors and a sustained rather than superficial consideration of
indigenous peoples as producers behind the material culture hoarding new guinea
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answers the call for a more significant historical focus on colonial ethnographic
collections in european museums

Rising Concentration in Asia-Latin American Value Chains
2015

providing original insights into the factors causing early job insecurity in european
countries this book examines its short and long term consequences it assesses public
policies seeking to diminish the risks to young people facing prolonged job
insecurity and reduce the severity of these impacts based on the findings of a major
study across nine european countries this book examines the diverse strategies that
countries across the continent use to help young people overcome employment barriers

A Comprehensive Guide to Finding Free and Inexpensive E-
Books for Your Kindle 2023-05-18

kevin grange details nearly everything that possibly could go wrong in a national
park and yet still manages to make you more excited than ever to hit the trail conor
knighton new york times bestselling author of leave only footprints my acadia to zion
journey through every national park wild rescues is a fast paced firsthand glimpse
into the exciting lives of paramedics who work with the national park service a
unique brand of park rangers who respond to medical and traumatic emergencies in some
of the most isolated and rugged parts of america in 2014 kevin grange left his job as
a paramedic in los angeles to work in a response area with 2 2 million acres
yellowstone national park seeking a break from city life and urban ems he wanted to
experience pure nature fulfill his dream of working for the national park service and
take a crash course in wilderness medicine grange s epic journey took him to
yellowstone yosemite and grand teton national parks where among other calls he
battled to save the lives of a heart attack victim at old faithful a hiker who d
fractured his skull below yosemite falls and a snowmobiler who launched into a deep
gorge in the shadow of the jagged tetons grange was initially overwhelmed and out of
his element providing patient care in an extreme environment with limited resources
and a two hour drive to the nearest hospital but he came to enjoy the challenges and
steep learning curve of wilderness medicine between calls grange reflects upon the
democratic ideal of the national park mission the beauty of the land and the many
threats facing it with visitation rising budgets shrinking and people loving our
parks to death he realized that along with the health of his patients he was also
fighting for the life of america s best idea

The Big House Anthology: Diverse Plays for Diverse Casts
2023

this is a major update for me the epub production techniques have changed quite a bit
both for fixed layout and for reflowable epubs many of the changes i ve been waiting
for with epub production have been implemented indesign now stands at the top of the
heap for book production in general and epub production in particular you do not need
to know code though understanding how html and css works will aid your conceptual
understanding i was lukewarm about fxl until i realized that the new fixed layout
epubs would show gradient paragraph rules gradient strokes and fills in tables and
much more the only major things we re missing are justification and hyperlinked test
does not work in fxl the exported epubs upload flawlessly to the ibooks store and
kobo writing life finally the 21st century book publishing software we need is within
our grasp there s still more to come but this version is very good

Hoarding New Guinea 2019

the transition from school into work is a vital point in the lives of young people
making a successful transition through a high quality and valued pathway can mean a
successful career becoming trapped in poor quality and under valued alternatives can
mean a lifetime of poverty this report is about young people and social mobility and
focuses on how to ensure that all young people are offered a high quality career path
after they leave school we have found that the current policy structure means a large
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number of young people do not have good options and are not supported to make a
choice which works for them and is successful an increasing number of young people
leave school and go on to a levels and university of the others a small minority are
at risk of dropping out of education employment or training the neets successive
governments have focused on these two groups for a long time but the majority of
young people in the uk do not fall into either group they do not go to university
they find jobs or they continue with some form of vocational education despite making
up the majority of the emerging workforce they have received much less attention it
is these young people who are the focus of this report the current system for young
people who do not follow an academic route is complex and incoherent with confusing
incentives for young people and employers careers advice and education are being
delivered in a way which means that too many young people simply drift into further
studies or their first job which often has no real prospect of progression

Youth Unemployment and Job Insecurity in Europe
2021-04-06

a guide to the identification and natural history of the sparrows of the united
states and canada provides comprehensive information on all the features that make
possible identification of all 62 species of sparrows that occur in north america the
text gives detailed descriptions of the summer winter and juvenile plumages of each
species as well as comparisons with similar species the species accounts are
illustrated with range maps and superb line drawings showing behavioral postures and
where useful fine features of tail feather patterns the 27 color plates splendidly
illustrate the various plumages of each species with the emphasis on the distinctive
appearance of birds of different sex age and geographic regions this beautiful and
authoritative book is a must for the library of all keen birders living in and
visiting north america species accounts include discussions of species identification
measurements voice habitat ecology nesting biology distribution taxonomy geographic
variations historical and present status

Wild Rescues 2014-06-18

this report presents evidence on recent trends in career mobility and the
consequences for individual workers in terms of pay and other job characteristics

Writing In InDesign CC 2014 Producing Books 2016-04-08

descended from the viking raiders who settled in northern france under the leadership
of rollo in around 911 the normans were amongst the most feared warriors of their
time their territorial ambitions culminated in duke william 1 s conquest of england
in 1066 but although victory at hastings left the english crown in william s hands
norman sovereignty remained far from established on the island in order to
consolidate his position the new king built a series of fortifications across the
country this book covers all these developments from the early days of william i
through to the fortifications of henry ii richard i and john

HLP 120 - Overlooked and Left Behind: Improving the
Transition from School to Work for the Majority of Young
People 2010-06-30

with a growing focus on digital destinations the publishing landscape is evolving at
a dizzying speed and indesign cc is at the forefront of the digital frontier known as
the premiere layout application for magazine and print collateral indesign is also a
powerful creation tool for both static and interactive pdf flash swf epub and apps
that can be published for sale in various app stores this tutorial based guide to
indesign cc provides you with a hands on experience of the epub creation process
indesign animation digital publishing suite app creation creation of interactive pdfs
and a host of techniques that serve equally well in both print and digital production
this extensively detailed book is filled with over 700 screenshots explicit diagrams
and step by step real world exercises to get you up and running with indesign
animation buttons forms and other interactive elements interactive pdfs epub app
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building with dps the fundamentals of html css and grep a treasure trove of trips and
techniques that will forever transform your work with indesign

A Guide to the Identification and Natural History of the
Sparrows of the United States and Canada 2024-03-11

when scholars discuss the medieval past the temptation is to become immersed there to
deepen our appreciation of the nuances of the medieval sources through debate about
their meaning but the past informs the present in a myriad of ways and medievalists
can and should use their research to address the concerns and interests of
contemporary society this volume presents a number of carefully commissioned essays
that demonstrate the fertility and originality of recent work in medieval studies
above all they have been selected for relevance most contributors are in the earlier
stages of their careers and their approaches clearly reflect how interdisciplinary
methodologies applied to medieval studies have potential repercussions and value far
beyond the boundaries of the middles ages these chapters are powerful demonstrations
of the value of medieval research to our own times both in terms of providing answers
to some of the specific questions facing humanity today and in terms of much broader
considerations taken together the research presented here also provides readers with
confidence in the fact that medieval studies cannot be neglected without a great loss
to the understanding of what it means to be human

Ageing and Employment Policies Promoting Better Career
Choices for Longer Working Lives Stepping Up Not
Stepping Out 2012-08-20

taiwan is one of the great paradoxes of the international order a place with its own
flag currency government and military but which most of the world does not recognise
as a sovereign country an island that china regards as a rebellious province but
which has managed to survive defiantly for decades now with its neighbour china a
major power on the world stage and ally united states looking increasingly inward
taiwan s position has never been more precarious kerry brown and kalley wu tzu hui
reveal how the island s shifting fortunes have been shaped by centuries of conquest
and by a cast of dynamic characters by cold war intrigue and the rise of its
neighbour as a global power explaining how this tiny island caught between the
agendas of two superpowers is attempting to find its place in a rapidly changing
world order the trouble with taiwan relates the story of a fascinating nation and
culture and how its disputed status speaks to a wider global story about chinese
control and waning us influence

Norman Stone Castles (1) 2013-10-23

thailand was a key ally of the united states after wwii serving as a bulwark against
communism in southeast asia and as a base for us troops during the vietnam war in
return the us provided it with millions of dollars in military and economic aid and
staunchly supported the country s various despotic regimes and yet the twenty first
century has witnessed a striking reversal in thailand s foreign relations china once
a sworn enemy is becoming a valued ally to the military government in this
authoritative modern history benjamin zawacki tells the story of thailand s changing
role in the world order featuring major interviews with high ranking sources in
thailand and the us including deposed prime minister thaksin shinawatra thailand is a
fascinating insight into the inner workings of the thai elite and their dealings with
the us and china

Interactive InDesign CC 2019-12-02
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Making the Medieval Relevant 2019-10-01
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The Trouble with Taiwan 2017-10-15
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Thailand 2009-06-22

a complete professional resource for writing an effective paper in all subfields of
political science diane schmidt s 25th anniversary edition provides students with a
practical easy to follow guide for writing about political ideas events policies
passions agendas and processes it offers additional formats and guidelines focusing
on the growing use of social media and the need for professional communication in
blogs tweets forums media sites lectures on demand and postings on websites a
collection of student papers shows students how to write well for better grades after
reading writing in political science students will know how to choose and narrow a
research topic formulate a research agenda quickly locate reputable information
online execute a study and write up findings use the vocabulary of political science
discourse follow the criteria used to evaluate student assignments when writing apply
writing skills to an internship civic engagement project or grant proposal and manage
and preserve achievements for career development new to the fifth edition locating
research materials updated links to all sources expansion of appropriate sources to
include mobile sources available through tweets blogs forums and other informal
communication expansion of tools to include database searching use of smart phone
technology and evaluation of source reliability to include commercial sources
wikipedia media sites social media and lectures on demand creating evidence
evaluating data sources on the web including government databases non profits and
special interest commercial data and using collaborative forms of data collection
includes a new section on memorandums of conversations memcon essential in recent
political controversies manuscript formatting and reference styles updated examples
of citing internet sites blogs forums lectures on demand and youtube format examples
updated exam writing treatment to include on line e learning open book exams media
applications examples using youtube and online media restored legal briefs treatment
revised proposal examples revised powerpoint instructions to include diversity
considerations expanded formula for standard research papers to include wider
disciplinary treatment expanded communication techniques format and examples of
appropriate posting for social media and organizational websites expanded internship
treatment inclusion of needs assessment format and examples career development
restoration of 3rd edition chapter and expansion of professional portfolio building
including vitae resume cover letters letters of intent statement of purpose and
skills competency discussions updated citations for changes in the chicago manual of
style 17th edition 2017 and the mla handbook for writers of research papers 8th
edition 2016

［新訳］大転換 2015-07-29

in the near future with the earth s climate coming apart teenage seer jasmine guzman
learns that she holds the key that could save everyone or cost her everything
includes finding jade in the year 2030 jasmine is busy with her sick mother her
missing twin sister and a series of events that have her questioning her sanity until
she meets raphael who reveals that jasmine is a talented seer and that her sister isn
t missing at all she s in the place in between where the demons dwell solomon s ring
reunited twin sisters jasmine and jade along with the other seers and protectors are
in a race against time to retrieve and return a stolen ring of great power that is
being used to control a demon army intent on taking their souls it s a struggle for
survival in a dystopian near future as the final battle looms ahead darkness rising
jasmine jade and the other seers find themselves in a world where the lines between
truth and fiction good and evil and the planes of existence including the earth and
the place in between are fading they don t know who to trust even amongst themselves
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ザ・セカンド・マシン・エイジ 2019-03-20

a private investigator and a journalist team up in calgary to fight for justice read
all four books in the exciting western crime series serpents rising book 1 private
investigator mike cobb and journalist adam cullen take on twin investigations that
take them onto calgary s meanest streets on the trail of a runaway and a killer dead
air book 2 someone is killing big name right wing media personalities when ex cop
mike cobb is hired as a bodyguard for a conservative radio superstar he and his
partner crime journalist adam cullen are thrust into the line of fire last song sung
book 3 cullen and cobb are back to investigate the 1965 disappearance of a folk
singer kidnapped from the alley behind a folk club her bandmates shot and killed
ellie foster s whereabouts have remained a mystery for fifty years hired by ellie s
granddaughter cullen and cobb travel into the past to unearth long buried secrets
none so deadly book 4 the brutal killing of a police investigator obsessed with faith
unruh s murder has put the ex cop private eye and former crime writing journalist
back on the killer s trail and directly in the line of fire

PRINCIPLES(プリンシプルズ) 人生と仕事の原則 2019-01-14

the 1916 rising is one of the most documented and analysed episodes in ireland s
turbulent history often overlooked however is its immediate aftermath this
significant window in the narrative of irish revolutionary history which saw the
rebirth of the volunteers and laid the foundations for the war of independence is
usually covered as a footnote or from the biographical standpoints of the leaders
picking up where the authors acclaimed account of the rising when the clock struck in
1916 left off we join the men and women of the rising in the dark abyss of defeat the
leaders poignant final hours and violent ends are laid bare but the perspective of
those with the unpalatable task of carrying out the executions is also revealed
rectifying a historic disservice to those who reluctantly formed the firing squads
while the prisoners in dublin awaited their grisly fates others were deported in
stinking cattle boats to camps in england and wales when they returned it was to a
jubilant welcome in a radically changed country the gruesome death of thomas ashe in
september 1917 after being force fed in mountjoy prison became a marshalling point
for the republican movement as his funeral saw volunteers once again assembled in
uniform on dublin s streets the next phase of the struggle was born under new leaders
who had graduated from the internment camps known as republican universities ready
and eager to fill the void left by the executed visionaries the authors sifted
through thousands of first hand accounts of the suffering endured when ordinary
people set out to change history their stirring account will transport readers into
life as it looked sounded and even smelt to those taking part in this crucial
juncture of our history

Writing in Political Science 2019-06-21

one of the most successful of the high scoring luftwaffe jagdgeschwader during world
war 2 jg 54 grünherz green hearts was formed from three disparate fighter gruppen
immediately prior to the battle of britain having enjoyed immediate success over the
channel and south east england during the summer of 1940 the unit was transferred to
the eastern front in the spring of 1941 in preparation for operation barbarossa the
german invasion of the soviet union jg 54 would remain a jagdwaffe stalwart in the
east flying firstly bf 109fs and then the fw 190 by war s end the geschwader s pilots
had claimed over 9500 kills and produced over 100 aces men like hans philipp walter
nowotny and otto kittel are profiled in this volume which reveals the struggle in the
face of overwhelming odds that was the lot of the jagdflieger on the eastern front

Daughters of Light 3-Book Bundle 2019-07-05

anthony tucker jones s photographic history is a fascinating visual introduction to
the armoured battles of the second world war in the far east and asia pacific regions
from 1937 to 1945 in contrast to the experience of the armies that fought in europe
and north africa in the far east tanks remained an infantry support weapon and their
role is often neglected in histories of the conflict japanese armour confronted tanks
deployed by the chinese russians british and americans early in the war against
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chinese forces which lacked armour the japanese had some success but their light and
medium tanks were no match for their allied counterparts later japanese designs were
better armed but they were built in such small numbers that they could do little to
stem the allied advance the role of armoured vehicles in each theatre of the war in
the far east is shown in a selection of over 150 rare wartime photographs that record
armour in action in china manchuria mongolia malaya burma and during the battles
fought for the pacific islands
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at the conclusion of wwii no part of the world experienced a more dramatic
transformation than east asia the region s political stability throughout the postwar
period prompted exponential economic growth that ultimately established south korea
japan and china as east asia s most important powers while many citizens of these
nations now live in a time of unprecedented prosperity the arrangement that supported
this region s transformation is fragile with the second largest economy and a
burgeoning military sector china is widely acknowledged as the preeminent rising
world power the onus of maintaining balance in the region now rests primarily with
south korea and japan in partnership with the united states however because of long
standing weaknesses in south korea japan relations and an inconsistent us commitment
to the region the possibility that china could usher in a more uncertain era of
revisionism has never been more likely in strengthening south korea japan relations
east asia s international order and a rising china dennis patterson and jangsup choi
address the historical roots of this weak alliance combining decades of research with
current public opinion data the authors warn that the tendency of these nations to
rely on the united states to maintain the status quo has become dangerously unstable
a new strategy one of cooperation and collaboration is needed to prevent china from
upending the region s current liberal international order
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